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Das
xBoot is the title developed by recognized  studio NoLimit City. Released on 14.09.2024
it became an instant success among players for its thrilling engine and high-quality
artwork.  This review explains all of its main characteristics that along with free test
mode available on our site give a  great idea of experience you’ll be getting.
Das xBoot
is an interesting slot with a wide variety of features, with five  reels and up to
75,712 ways to win. Playing Das xBoot slot, you can take advantage of wild symbols,
multipliers  and free spins, which are of two types. In addition, the advantage will be
that free spins can be purchased  without waiting for the required number of scatters to
appear on the playing field.
xNUDGE WILD
A 4-row high Wild symbol that  will always
nudge to fully visible. Each nudge increases a Wild multiplier by 1. The xNudge Wild
can only land  on reel 3 and 4 except for in SILENT HUNTER SPINS where it can land on
reel 4 only.
All multipliers  add to each other and win is awarded after multiplying
with that total multiplier.
xWAYS
The xWays symbol can land only on  reel 2 and 5. It
will reveal a random regular symbol. The size of the xWays symbol can range from  2-3
symbols.
If more than one xWays symbol lands on the reels, then all xWays symbols will
reveal the same symbol.
xBomb  Wild Multiplier
An xBomb Wild symbol substitutes for any
symbol except Bonus symbols. xBomb Wild explodes all symbols that are not  part of a
winning combination except Bonus and other Wild symbols.
After the xBomb explosion
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remaining symbols fall down on the  reels and new symbols will collapse in and fill up
the reel area again. xBomb will increase the win multiplier  by one before the next
collapse. xBomb Multiplier during feature trigger will be carried forward to Silent
Hunter Spins/Wolf Pack  Spins.
Bonus
The Bonus symbol can land on reels 2-5. Landing 3
Bonus symbols in main game will trigger 8 SILENT HUNTER  SPINS. Landing 4 Bonus symbols
will trigger 8 WOLF PACK SPINS.
Silent Hunter Spins
Reel 3 grows to 8 positions and a
 new Periscope Wild symbol can land on this reel. If landing connecting symbols on reel
1 and 2 with a  Periscope Wild on reel 3, a torpedo launch sequence is initiated. A
target is found in the periscope and a  torpedo is launched, if it hits the target the
Periscope Wild grows all the way to the top position on  the reel and nudges down to the
bottom position giving a win multiplier for each nudge.
Everytime the torpedo hits its
 target a sticky win multiplier is awarded and will increase the multiplier by +1 for
the remainder of the SILENT  HUNTER SPINS. When target is missed, the Periscope Wild is
treated as a single Wild.
Everytime an xBomb symbol lands on  the reels a sticky win
multiplier is awarded and will increase the multiplier by +1 for the remainder of the
 SILENT HUNTER SPINS.
All multipliers are added to each other before wins are
calculated. Additional Bonus symbols that land awards +2  spins in the Bonus mode.
Wolf
Pack Spins
A torpedo tube appears under the reels 2-5, and Torpedo Wilds can now land
 on these reels. Torpedo Wilds substitute any symbol except Bonus symbols.
On reel 2 and
5 the Torpedo Wilds drop a  +1 xWays symbol to the torpedo area, which becomes activated
once the whole torpedo is filled. The first time a  torpedo part lands it awards a +2
xWays symbol.
On reel 3 and 4, the Torpedo Wilds drop a +1 xWays  Wild symbol to the
torpedo area, which becomes activated once the whole torpedo is filled. The first time
a torpedo  part lands it awards a +2 xWays Wild symbol.
When all torpedo parts are
filled, the torpedo launch sequence starts and  xWays symbols are revealed behind the
torpedo in the size of the collected parts on each reel.
On reel 2 and  5 they are
transformed to a regular symbol and split in the number of ways that were collected
from the  torpedo parts. On reels 3 and 4 they are transformed to a Wild and split in
the number of ways  that were collected from the torpedo parts.
Maximum size of the
torpedo xWays symbols is 9.
Everytime the torpedo is launched a  sticky win multiplier
is awarded and will increase the multiplier by +1 for the remainder of the WOLF PACK
SPINS.
Everytime  an xBomb symbol lands on the reels a sticky win multiplier is awarded
and will increase the multiplier by +1  for the remainder of the WOLF PACK SPINS. If an
xBomb lands at the same time as a torpedo part  lands it will increase the xWays
addition to the torpedo with +1.
All multipliers are added to each other before wins
 are calculated.
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Additional Bonus symbols that land awards +2 spins in the Bonus
mode.
Das Gold Des Roten Teufels
The max payout of  the game is 55200 times the base
bet. When the total win exceeds this amount the game round will end  and 55200 times the
base bet is awarded.  
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